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As recognized, adventure as capably as experience more or less lesson, amusement, as with ease as deal can be gotten by just
checking out a ebook Set Boxed Trilogy Legend as well as it is not directly done, you could put up with even more around this life,
not far oﬀ from the world.
We allow you this proper as competently as easy habit to get those all. We give Set Boxed Trilogy Legend and numerous ebook
collections from ﬁctions to scientiﬁc research in any way. accompanied by them is this Set Boxed Trilogy Legend that can be your
partner.

KEY=TRILOGY - HINES ANGELICA
THE LEGEND TRILOGY
Penguin Presents the complete Legend trilogy as well as two original short stories that shed light on the lives of June
and Day before they met.

THE LEGEND TRILOGY COLLECTION
Penguin The complete collection of Marie Lu's bestselling Legend trilogy: Legend, Prodigy, and Champion. Additional
bonus material also included: Marie Lu’s Life Before Legend, original short stories oﬀering a sneak peek at the lives of
Day and June before they met.

LEGEND
Penguin In a dark future, when North America has split into two warring nations, 15-year-olds Day, a famous criminal,
and June, the brilliant soldier hired to capture him, discover that they have a common enemy.P. Putnam's Sons.
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A LEGEND NOVEL
Roaring Brook Press Respect the Legend. Idolize the Prodigy. Celebrate the Champion. But never underestimate the
Rebel. With unmatched suspense and her signature cinematic storytelling, #1 New York Times–bestselling author
Marie Lu plunges readers back into the unforgettable world of Legend for a truly grand ﬁnale. Eden Wing has been
living in his brother’s shadow for years. Even though he’s a top student at his academy in Ross City, Antarctica, and a
brilliant inventor, most people know him only as Daniel Wing’s little brother. A decade ago, Daniel was known as Day,
the boy from the streets who led a revolution that saved the Republic of America. But Day is no longer the same young
man who was once a national hero. These days he’d rather hide out from the world and leave his past behind. All that
matters to him now is keeping Eden safe—even if that also means giving up June, the great love of Daniel’s life. As the
two brothers struggle to accept who they’ve each become since their time in the Republic, a new danger creeps into
the distance that’s grown between them. Eden soon ﬁnds himself drawn so far into Ross City’s dark side, even his
legendary brother can’t save him. At least not on his own . . .

LIFE BEFORE LEGEND
STORIES OF THE CRIMINAL AND THE PRODIGY
Penguin Find out more about June and Day in this never-before-seen glimpse into their daily lives before they met in
Marie Lu’s New York Times bestselling LEGEND series. As twelve-year-olds struggling to survive in two very diﬀerent
worlds within the Republic’s stronghold, June was starting her ﬁrst day of school at Drake University as the youngest
cadet ever admitted, and Day was ﬁghting for food on the streets of the Lake sector. LIFE BEFORE LEGEND contains
two original stories written by Marie Lu that give readers a sneak peek into the lives of their favorite characters in a
thrilling new context.

PRODIGY
A LEGEND NOVEL
Penguin In the highly anticipated sequel to "Legend, " June and Day make their way to Las Vegas where they join the
rebel Patriot group and become involved in an assassination plot against the Elector in hopes of saving the Republic.
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CHAMPION
A LEGEND NOVEL
Penguin "June and Day have sacriﬁced so much for the people of the Republic--and each other--and now their country
is on the brink of a new existence. Just when a peace treaty is imminent, a plague outbreak causes panic in the
Colonies, and war threatens the Republic's border cities"--

THE THRAWN TRILOGY 3-BOOK BUNDLE
HEIR TO THE EMPIRE, DARK FORCE RISING, THE LAST COMMAND
Random House Worlds Experience the #1 New York Times bestselling Star Wars Legends trilogy that introduced the
menacing Grand Admiral Thrawn—now in a complete three-book set. Following the events of Return of the Jedi: Star
Wars: Episode VI, Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, and Princess Leia ﬁnd themselves once again at the center of rebellion.
Five years after the Death Star was destroyed and Darth Vader and the Emperor were defeated, the galaxy is
struggling to heal the wounds of war, Leia and Han are married and expecting twins, and Luke has become the ﬁrst in
a long-awaited line of new Jedi Knights. But thousands of light-years away, the last of the Emperor’s warlords—the
brilliant and deadly Grand Admiral Thrawn—has taken command of the shattered Imperial ﬂeet, readied it for war, and
pointed it at the fragile heart of the New Republic. Meanwhile, Han and Lando Calrissian race against time to ﬁnd proof
of treason inside the highest Republic Council—only to discover instead a ghostly ﬂeet of warships that could bring
doom to their friends and victory to their enemies. Yet most dangerous of all is a new Dark Jedi, risen from the ashes
of a shrouded past, consumed by bitterness, and scheming to corrupt Luke to the dark side.

LEGENDS OF ZITA THE SPACEGIRL
First Second Ben Hatke brings back our intrepid space heroine for another delightful sci-ﬁ/fantasy adventure. Zita is
determined to ﬁnd her way home to earth, following the events of the ﬁrst book. But things are never simple, and
certainly never easy, in space. Zita's exploits from her ﬁrst adventure have made her an intergalactic megastar! But
she's about to ﬁnd out that fame doesn't come without a price. And who can you trust when your true self is being
eclipsed by your public persona, and you've got a robot doppelganger wreaking havoc . . . while wearing your face?
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Still, if anyone can ﬁnd their way through this intractible mess of mistaken identity and alien invaders, it's the
indomitable Zita, in Legends of Zita the Spacegirl. Legends of Zita the Spacegirl is one of Kirkus Reviews' Best
Children's Books of 2012.

CHAMPION
THE GRAPHIC NOVEL
Penguin Teens June, a military prodigy born into wealth, and Day, a criminal from the slums, are brought together and
face plague, war, and a powerful, common enemy.

BLOOD MAGICK
Penguin From #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts comes the ﬁnal novel in a trilogy about the land
we’re drawn to, the family we learn to cherish, and the people we long to love… Book Three of The Cousins O’Dwyer
Trilogy Blood Magick County Mayo is rich in the traditions of Ireland, legends that Branna O’Dwyer fully embraces in
her life and in her work as the proprietor of The Dark Witch shop, which carries soaps, lotions, and candles for tourists,
made with Branna’s special touch. Branna’s strength and selﬂessness hold together a close circle of friends and
family—along with their horses and hawks and her beloved hound. But there’s a single missing link in the chain of her
life: love… She had it once—for a moment—with Finbar Burke, but a shared future is forbidden by history and blood.
Which is why Fin has spent his life traveling the world to ﬁll the abyss left in him by Branna, focusing on work rather
than passion. Branna and Fin’s relationship oﬀers them both comfort and torment. And though they succumb to the
heat between them, there can be no promises for tomorrow. A storm of shadows threatens everything that their circle
holds dear. It will be Fin’s power, loyalty, and heart that will make all the diﬀerence in an age-old battle between the
bonds that hold their friends together and the evil that has haunted their families for centuries. Don’t miss the other
books in the Cousins O’Dwyer Trilogy Dark Witch Shadow Spell

THE RETURN OF ZITA THE SPACEGIRL
Macmillan Zita the Spacegirl is wrongfully imprisoned on a penitentiary planet from where she must escape to halt an
evil warden's plans for interstellar domination.
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DARTH BANE: STAR WARS LEGENDS 3-BOOK BUNDLE
PATH OF DESTRUCTION, RULE OF TWO, DYNASTY OF EVIL
Del Rey Set a thousand years before the events of Star Wars: A New Hope, Drew Karpyshyn’s electrifying Darth Bane
novels take us deep into the dark side. This action-packed series follows the transformation of a lost young man who
becomes a legendary Sith Lord, able to wield the awesome power of the Force as never before. Packed with nonstop
thrills, the entire Darth Bane trilogy is now available as an eBook bundle featuring PATH OF DESTRUCTION RULE OF
TWO DYNASTY OF EVIL After a high-stakes card game ends violently, Dessel, a lowly miner, vanishes into the ranks of
the Sith army and ships out to join the war against the Republic and its Jedi champions. There, Dessel’s brutality,
cunning, and exceptional command of the Force swiftly win him renown as a warrior. But in the eyes of his watchful
masters, a far greater destiny awaits him . . . if he can prove himself worthy. As an acolyte in the Sith Academy,
studying at the feet of its greatest masters, Dessel embraces his new identity: Bane. However, in order to gain full
acceptance into this chilling Brotherhood, he must surrender completely to the dark side. Only by defying the most
sacred traditions of the Sith can Bane hope to triumph—and forge from the ashes a new era of absolute power.

MIGHTY JACK AND ZITA THE SPACEGIRL
First Second It's the middle-grade team-up of the century as the heroes of New York Times bestselling author Ben
Hatke join forces to save the world in the epic graphic novel Mighty Jack and Zita the Spacegirl. Jack and Lilly are no
strangers to heroics. They’ve befriended dragons, battled giants, and even earned the loyalty of a goblin army. So
when they meet Zita the Spacegirl, fresh from her interplanetary travels and seeking their help to face a new threat,
they’re more than ready for another adventure. But the danger growing just outside the door to their world is greater
than anything the new friends could have imagined. An army of giants and screeds stands ready to lay siege to Earth,
determined to put the age of humans to an end. With the gate between worlds growing weaker and time running out,
can the heroes come together to save their world from their greatest enemy yet? This format is designed to be read on
color devices and cannot be read on black-and-white e-readers.

NORA ROBERTS' KEY TRILOGY
Penguin Fate brings three women together for a chance to unlock their deepest desires in this collection that includes
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all three novels in the Key Trilogy from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts. Legend has it that the
souls of three demigoddesses have been locked in a box that has three keys. It all seems too bizarre to be true. But
the women tasked to ﬁnd them can't ignore the promised reward: a million dollars each. KEY OF LIGHT Malory—with
her soul of an artist and eye for beauty—must ﬁnd her key ﬁrst. She soon discovers that whatever locked the souls
away is dark, powerful, and greedy...and it doesn’t want the women to win. KEY OF KNOWLEDGE As Dana ﬁnds herself
on the threshold of major change, it’s her turn to ﬁnd a key. She has four weeks to unravel a riddle involving her past,
present, and future, and to ﬁnd the truth hidden among deception and lies. KEY OF VALOR As a single mother, Zoe has
more to risk, more to lose. Now, she must gather all her courage to confront the dark forces amassed against her to
ﬁnd her key and make all of their dreams come true.

A BROTHER'S OATH
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform The Untold Story of England's Beginning. Denmark, 444 A.D. Two
brothers - the cold and calculating Hengest and the intrepid but headstrong Horsa - ﬁnd their separate worlds thrown
into turmoil by royal treachery and an evil cult thought long dead. Reunited by an oath sworn in their youth, they set
oﬀ on a journey that will deﬁne their destiny and set them upon the path to greatness. When Hengest's family is
kidnapped by an unknown enemy, Horsa knows his oath has become more than a thing of words and he inﬁltrates the
crew of one of the most feared raiders in the northern world to ﬁnd out who took them. Meanwhile, Hengest struggles
to rally his rag-tag group of followers into a united people. His heart yearns for a safe haven for his family; a land that
he and his followers can call their own for generations to come. This is the ﬁrst part of the thrilling saga of the two
warriors who spearheaded the Anglo-Saxon migrations to Britain and whose names became legendary as the founders
of the land that would one day be called England

MOUSE GUARD: LEGENDS OF THE GUARD
Boom! Studios Collects Mouse Guard: Legends of the Guard #1-4 plus Bonus Materials! Collects the ﬁrst volume of
Legends of the Guard, a new Mouse Guard anthology series featuring the work of artists and storytellers handpicked
by series creator David Petersen. Bonus content includes an all-new Epilogue illustrated by Joao Lemos (Avengers Fairy
Tales), cover gallery, character lineup, ﬂoor plan of the June Alley Inn, and creator bios.
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SHADOWRUN LEGENDS: SECRETS OF POWER BOX SET
Catalyst Game Labs THREE COMPLETE SHADOWRUN NOVELS IN ONE! The year is 2050. The power of magic and the
creatures it brings have returned to the earth, and many of the ancient races have re-emerged. Elves, Orks, Mages,
and lethal Dragons ﬁnd a home in a world where technology and human ﬂesh have melded into deadly urban
predators. And the multinational megacorporations hoard the only thing of real value—information. For Sam Verner,
living in the womb of the Renraku conglomerate was easy, until his sister disappeared and the façade of the corporate
reality began to disintegrate. Now Sam wants out, but to "extract" himself, he has to slide like a whisper through the
deadly shadows of the corporations, into a completely diﬀerent world where his ﬁrst wrong move may be his last...the
world of Shadowrun. The Secrets of Power trilogy contains three full-length Shadowrun novels: Never Deal With a
Dragon Choose Your Enemies Carefully Find Your Own Truth

THE SHATTERED CROWN
LEGENDS OF ANSU
J W Webb Corin an Fol, Longswordsman and ex mercenary has but one objective: retire early and settle down.
Unfortunately the gods have other ideas. When Corin arrives home after many years ﬁghting foreign wars, he ﬁnds bad
news waiting for him. The High King has been murdered and his crystal crown, the Tekara, destroyed. The Tekara is no
ordinary crown. Wrought of solid crystal it contains a charm of strength that has protected the Four Kingdoms for
millennia. But the Tekara is vulnerable to one thing: treachery. So when Caswallon the schemer secretly places the
crown on Prince Tarin's head he knows it will shatter, causing the realms to fall apart. He stands to gain as soon as it
breaks. Though many suspect Caswallon, who is known as a sorcerer, only one dares stand against him: Queen Ariane
of Kelwyn. She is visited by her goddess in a dream who warns that Prince Tarin has ﬂed with the shards of the
Shattered Crown, and only by ﬁnding both Prince and Crown can the Four Kingdoms be saved. After being promised
gold, Corin an Fol reluctantly joins the queen's desperate quest to salvage the missing shards. But Caswallon is on to
them and already watching their every move.

LEGENDBORN
Simon and Schuster An Instant New York Times Bestseller! Winner of the Coretta Scott King - John Steptoe for New
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Talent Author Award Filled with mystery and an intriguingly rich magic system, Tracy Deonn’s YA contemporary
fantasy reinvents the King Arthur legend and “braids together Southern folk traditions and Black Girl Magic into a
searing modern tale of grief, power, and self-discovery” (Dhonielle Clayton, New York Times bestselling author of The
Belles). After her mother dies in an accident, sixteen-year-old Bree Matthews wants nothing to do with her family
memories or childhood home. A residential program for bright high schoolers at UNC–Chapel Hill seems like the perfect
escape—until Bree witnesses a magical attack her very ﬁrst night on campus. A ﬂying demon feeding on human
energies. A secret society of so called “Legendborn” students that hunt the creatures down. And a mysterious teenage
mage who calls himself a “Merlin” and who attempts—and fails—to wipe Bree’s memory of everything she saw. The
mage’s failure unlocks Bree’s own unique magic and a buried memory with a hidden connection: the night her mother
died, another Merlin was at the hospital. Now that Bree knows there’s more to her mother’s death than what’s on the
police report, she’ll do whatever it takes to ﬁnd out the truth, even if that means inﬁltrating the Legendborn as one of
their initiates. She recruits Nick, a self-exiled Legendborn with his own grudge against the group, and their reluctant
partnership pulls them deeper into the society’s secrets—and closer to each other. But when the Legendborn reveal
themselves as the descendants of King Arthur’s knights and explain that a magical war is coming, Bree has to decide
how far she’ll go for the truth and whether she should use her magic to take the society down—or join the ﬁght. This
paperback edition of Legendborn contains a teaser to the thrilling sequel, Bloodmarked, as well as an exclusive short
story from Selwyn Kane's perspective!

PRODIGY
THE GRAPHIC NOVEL
G.P. Putnam's Sons June allows herself to be captured so that she can assist an assassination plot against a new
Elector Primo by the rebel Patriots leader, in a graphic novel adaptation of the second book in the trilogy.

THE TESTING TRILOGY
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt Sixteen-year-old Malencia (Cia) Vale rebels against her government's grueling and deadly
testing process, a ﬁght that puts her and her loved ones in danger.
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EMPIRE OF NIGHT
Penguin Group The second book in a big, breathtaking new trilogy that blends fantasy, romance, horror, and pulsepounding action, from #1 New York Times bestselling author Kelley Armstrong. Sisters Moria and Ashyn are the Keeper
and Seeker of Edgewood. Or at least, they were. Their village is gone. Their friends have betrayed them. And now, they
are all but prisoners in court, forced to watch and wait while the Emperor decides whether to help the children of
Edgewood, who remain hostages of the treacherous Alvar Kitsune. But when the emperor ﬁnally sends the girls on a
mission to rescue the children--accompanied by Prince Tyrus and a small band of men--the journey proves more
perilous than any of them could have imagined. With lies and unrest mounting in the empire, Moria and Ashyn will
have to draw on every bit of inﬂuence and power they possess to unite their people and avert an all-out war.

LEGEND
THE GRAPHIC NOVEL
Penguin "Based on the bestselling trilogy by Marie Lu."

THE LIBRARY OF LEGENDS
A NOVEL
HarperCollins “The Library of Legends is a gorgeous, poetic journey threaded with mist and magic about a group from
a Chinese university who take to the road to escape the Japanese invasion of 1937 – only to discover that danger stalks
them from within. Janie Chang pens pure enchantment!” —Kate Quinn, New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author of The Alice Network and The Huntress From the author of Three Souls and Dragon Springs Road comes a
captivating historical novel—the third in a loosely-connected trilogy—in which a young woman travels across China
with a convoy of student refugees, ﬂeeing the hostilities of a brutal war with Japan. “Myths are the darkest and
brightest incarnations of who we are…” China, 1937: When Japanese bombs begin falling on the city of Nanking,
nineteen-year-old Hu Lian and her classmates at Minghua University are ordered to ﬂee. Lian and a convoy of more
than a hundred students, faculty, and staﬀ must walk a thousand miles to the safety of China’s western provinces, a
journey marred by hunger, cold, and the constant threat of aerial attack. And it is not just the student refugees who
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are at risk: Lian and her classmates have been entrusted with a priceless treasure, a 500-year-old collection of myths
and folklore known as the Library of Legends. Her family’s past has made Lian wary of forming attachments, but the
students’ common duty to safeguard the Library of Legends forms unexpected bonds. Lian ﬁnds friendship and a
cautious romance with the handsome and wealthy Liu Shaoming. But after one classmate is murdered and another
arrested, Lian realizes she must escape from the convoy before a family secret puts her in danger. Accompanied by
Shao and the enigmatic maidservant Sparrow, Lian makes her way to Shanghai, hoping to reunite with her mother. On
the journey, Lian learns of the connection between her two companions and a tale from the Library of Legends, The
Willow Star and the Prince. Learning Shao and Sparrow’s true identities compels Lian to confront her feelings for Shao.
But there are broader consequences too, for as the ancient books travel across China, they awaken immortals and
guardian spirits to embark on an exodus of their own, one that changes the country’s fate forever. Based on true
events, rich in Chinese history and lore, The Library of Legends is both an illuminating exploration of China’s recent
past and an evocative tale of love, sacriﬁce, and the extraordinary power of storytelling.

UNSOULED
Simon and Schuster In the next part of Neal Shusterman's gripping and thought-provoking futuristic thriller, Connor,
Lev and Risa continue to uncover shocking secrets about the process of 'Unwinding' and the company, Proactive
Citizenry, which created Cam, a teen made completely from parts taken from 'unwound' teens. There are plans to mass
produce rewound teens like Cam for military purposes, and below the surface of that potential horror lies a sinister
layer of intrigue… Proactive Citizenry has been suppressing technology that could make unwinding completely
unnecessary. Will Connor, Lev and Risa ever be able to break free from the fear of Unwinding? Praise for Unwind:
"Following in the footsteps of Jonathan Swift, Shusterman uncorks a Modest Proposal of his own…" Booklist "Gripping,
brilliantly imagined futuristic thriller… The issues raised could not be more provocative - the sanctity of life, the
meaning of being human - while the delivery could hardly be more engrossing or better aimed to teens." Publishers
Weekly, starred review "a powerful, shocking, and intelligent novel... It's wonderful, wonderful stuﬀ."
thebookbag.co.uk "This is the kind of rare book that makes the hairs on your neck rise up. It is written with a sense of
drama that should get it instantly snapped up for ﬁlm." The Times
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MIGHTY JACK AND THE GOBLIN KING
First Second Like a bolt from the blue, Jack's little sister Maddy is gone—carried into another realm by an ogre. When
Jack and Lilly follow Maddy’s captor through the portal, they are ready for anything . . . except what they ﬁnd waiting
for them in the ﬂoating crossroads between worlds. Even the power of their magic plants may not be enough to get
them back to earth alive. Alone and injured, Jack and Lilly must each face their own monsters—as well as giants who
grind the bones of human children to feed their “beast” and a fearsome goblin king in the sewers down below. But
when Jack ﬁnds himself in a tough spot, help comes from the most unlikely person: the goblin king! Ben Hatke, the #1
New York Times–bestselling author of Zita the Spacegirl, concludes his latest middle-grade fantasy-adventure graphic
novel series, Mighty Jack, with the energetic ﬁnale to his retelling of Jack and the Beanstalk.

SEA OF SHADOWS
Harper Collins Kelley Armstrong, #1 New York Times bestselling author, takes an exciting new direction with this big,
breathtaking blend of fantasy, romance, horror, and pulse-pounding action, perfect for fans of Graceling and Game of
Thrones. Twin sisters Moria and Ashyn were marked at birth to become the Keeper and the Seeker of Edgewood,
beginning with their sixteenth birthday. Trained in ﬁghting and in the secret rites of the spirits, they lead an annual
trip into the Forest of the Dead. There, the veil between the living world and the beyond is thinnest, and the girls pay
respect to the spirits who have passed. But this year, their trip goes dreadfully wrong. With all the heart-stopping
romance and action that have made her a #1 New York Times bestselling author, and set in an unforgettably rich and
dangerous world, this ﬁrst epic book in the Age of Legends trilogy will appeal to Kelley Armstrong's legions of fans
around the world and win her many new ones.

TIME OF THE TWINS
The ﬁrst title in the second Dragonlance novel trilogy is now available for the ﬁrst time in hardcover.

THE ONCE AND FUTURE KING
Good Press "The Once and Future King" by T. H. White. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of
titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary ﬁction and non-ﬁction to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
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meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.

THE SKINJACKER TRILOGY
EVERLOST; EVERWILD; EVERFOUND
Simon and Schuster Not every child who dies goes on to the afterlife. Some are caught halfway between life and death,
in a sort of limbo known as Everlost: a shadow of the living world, ﬁlled with all the things and places that no longer
exist. It’s a magical, yet dangerous place where bands of lost kids run wild and anyone who stands in the same place
too long sinks to the center of the Earth. Allie and Nick don't survive the car crash, and end up in Everlost, where coins
are more valuable than anyone knows, fortune cookies tell the truth, monsters are real, and the queen of lost souls
lives in a once-beloved tower. Nick and Allie have to learn to survive in a world with diﬀerent rules, and ﬁgure out who
they can trust--and who they must oppose at all costs. At stake is nothing less than the fate of Everlost and the living
world they have left behind. In this gripping trilogy, Neal Shusterman explores questions of life, death, and what just
might lie in between.

HAWKING'S HALLWAY
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers Nick Slate, in order to protect his father and little brother, reluctantly must help
the Accelerati complete Tesla's great device. Their power-mad leader wants nothing less than to control the world's
energy--but there are still three missing objects to track down. Nick's friends can't help him, as they are spread across
the globe grappling with their own mysteries--with Vince in Scotland, Caitlin and Mitch on their way to New Jersey, and
Petula's whereabouts unknown. On his own, Nick must locate Tesla's ﬁnal inventions-- which are the most powerful of
all, capable of shattering time and collapsing space. Praise for Tesla's Attic * "...Shusterman and Elfman have crafted a
plot more devious, characters far quirkier, climaxes (yes, there are two) more breathless, and a narration much, much
funnier than recent mad-science oﬀerings. Sticking with a third-person narration frees the authors to be as wryly and
sophisticatedly witty as they please without compromising the veracity of their middle-school cast, resulting in
storytelling as delightful as the story being told." -Bulletin for the Center for Children's Books (starred review) "Lively,
intelligent prose elevates this story of teenagers versus mad scientists, the third-person point of view oﬀering a stage
to various players in their play of galactic consequence. A wild tale in the spirit of Back to the Future, with a hint of
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Malamud's The Natural tossed in."--Kirkus Reviews "This collaboration between Shusterman and Elfman tempers the
scarier elements of Nick's quest with deft, humorous writing and plenty of the ordinary adventures of a new kid in
school ﬁnding his niche. Hand this one to fans of Rick Riordan's Kane Chronicles or Kenneth Oppel's Airborne."-Booklist 2014 VOYA Magazine Top Shelf Honoree A Junior Library Guild Selection

AMERICAN REBIRTH TRILOGY BOX SET (BOOKS 1-3: HOOD, LEGENDS, AMERICAN REBIRTH)
POST-APOCALYPTIC NOVELS
Evan Pickering A Legend Is Reborn in the American Apocalypse. My name is Rob Huntington. If this new world has
shown me anything, it's that once things are taken from you, they are never coming back. Good thing I never was a
fast learner. "A blistering pace mixed with incredible heart, and a nail biting narrative rounds out this spectacular
trilogy. Read these books." -Amazon Reviewer THE AMERICAN REBIRTH SERIES BOOKS 1-3 Hood Legends American
Rebirth Civilization is gone. The world needs Legends once again. A young man named Rob "Hood" Huntington and his
sister Taylor must rise up from the ashes of D.C. to become leaders of good people surviving the apocalypse. An older
ex-cop, John "Whiskey" Torres is the mentor they need to help them survive the madness of post-civilization America.
In the vacuum of government that follows, two wasteland kings rise to power: Richard "the Crusader" Leone, and a
ruthless despot called The Kaiser. Sooner or later, war will come to Hood, Taylor and Whiskey's doorstep. A war they
cannot escape. After all, history will not be denied its legends. Buy the Amazon Post-Apocalyptic Bestselling American
Rebirth Series books 1-3 at a discount with this Box Set Trilogy!

HUNGER GAMES 4-BOOK HARDCOVER BOX SET (THE HUNGER GAMES, CATCHING FIRE, MOCKINGJAY, THE
BALLAD OF SONGBIRDS AND SNAKES)
Scholastic Press This beautiful hardcover box set includes all three books in Suzanne Collins's internationally
bestselling Hunger Games trilogy together with The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes. In the ruins of a place once known
as North America lies the nation of Panem, a shining Capitol surrounded by twelve outlying districts. The Capitol keeps
the districts in line by forcing them all to send one boy and one girl between the ages of twelve and eighteen to
participate in the annual Hunger Games, a ﬁght to the death on live TV... And the odds are against all who play. With
all four of Suzanne Collins's Hunger Games novels in one box set, you can step into the world of Panem with the 10th
annual Hunger Games, and continue all the way to the electrifying conclusion.
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THE LEGEND OF DRIZZT 25TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION, BOOK I
Wizards of the Coast The legend starts here! The Legend of Drizzt® 25th Anniversary Edition, Book I collects the ﬁrst
three novels in this best-selling series: Homeland, Exile, and Sojourn in a new trade paperback edition. A great value
for anyone who’s ready to experience the Legend of Drizzt. Drizzt Do’Urden made his ﬁrst mistake the moment he was
born: he was a boy. In the rigid matriarchy of the dark elf city of Menzoberranzan, that makes his life forfeit. But when
his own mother tries but fails to kill him, Drizzt's path is set. He must ﬁnd a way to escape the treacherous Underdark,
even if that means setting out alone into the no less dangerous World Above.

BLOODMARKED
Simon and Schuster "When the leaders of the Order reveal that they will do everything in their power to keep the
approaching demon war a secret, Bree and her friends go on the run so she can learn how to control her devastating
new powers"--

LEGENDS GIFT SET
TIME OF THE TWINS, WAR OF THE TWINS, AND TEST OF THE TWINS
This slip-covered gift box set of three core titles from the Dragonlance saga contains "Time of the Twins, War of the
Twins" and "Test of the Twins, " all of which were authored by "New York Times" bestselling authors Weis and
Hickman.

MORE THAN FOREVER (2015)
CreateSpace Series reading order: More Than This (Book one) More Than Her (Book two) More Than Him (Book three) LUCY- There is a love so ﬁerce it cannot be measured. A heart so strong it will never slow. There is a promise so sure it
can never lie. He promised me that love forever. Even when it wasn't enough. -CAMERON- Forever. Everlasting. Eternal.
There is no measure of time. No sounds of the ticking of a clock. Just the rising and falling of the sun. And our own
sense of forever. But our forever isn't always.
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AFTER THE END TRILOGY
THE COMPLETE POST-APOCALYPTIC SERIES
Land of the free. Home of the brave.This is America. After the apocalypse.After the End. The world you love has fallen
apart. What will you become? Who will you blame? And who can you trust? Follow the adventures of Eda Becker as she
navigates her way through the ruins of a ravaged, post-nuclear superpower. After the End Trilogy features three
breathtaking novels (The Curse, The Sinners, The End War) - 'full of action and great characters.' Don't miss out on this
series if you love post-apocalyptic, horror and dystopian ﬁction. What readers are saying about After the End: 'I loved
that the hero was female.' - Sassi 'A breathless ride...Mark Gillespie is the king of dystopian ﬁction.' - Kirsten
McKenzie, author of Painted.'Seems to channel the best of Stephen King and now Atwood...brilliantly written.' Bronwyn Kotze. Get it Now!

THE GUINEVERE'S TALE TRILOGY
Almost everyone knows the story of the great King Arthur. But what do we really know about his queen? Literature
tells painfully few things:She was Arthur's wife.She had an aﬀair with Lancelot for which she was condemned to
die.She ended her days in a convent.Or at least, that's what most people have remembered over time.But no one's
identity should be reduced to a handful of incidents. Guinevere had a childhood, a family and dreams for her future.
She was a queen and may or may not have been a mother. As for her infamous aﬀair, every situation has a context
that is important to understanding it, even when it's the climax that is remembered. Guinevere had reasons for acting
as she did and she didn't do it in a vacuum. The circumstances surrounding her aﬀair are just as important as the act
itself. The medieval tale of her ending her days in a convent is convenient and moral, but we all know life is messy and
usually doesn't end tied up in a nice bow. Chances are good there was far more to Guinevere's story than we've ever
heard.Guinevere's Tale, a box set containing Daughter of Destiny, Camelot's Queen, and Mistress of Legend seeks to
answer these questions. In it, Guinevere tells her own story - from the age of 11 to well into her 50s - seeking to right
the wrongs history has thrust upon her, to clear away the mists of time and give the reader a clear picture of who she
really was, virtues, sins and all. As she says in the prologue: "I deserve to be able to bear witness before being
condemned by men who never saw my face. Grieve with me, grieve for me, but do not believe the lies which time
would sell. All I ask is that mankind listen to my words, and then judge me on their merit."
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